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Abstract. In this paper we define the class of quasi-bilinear forms which covers the most important 
part of classes of nonlinear forms in functional programming. We give an algorithm for expanding 
such forms by equivalent transformations. We prove the corresponding theorem which guarantees 
that the output of the algorithm is an expansion of the input equation. And we give some examples 
to illustrate how to apply the algorithm to prove expansion theorems for some nonlinear equations. 
1. Introduction 
In 1977, Backus introduced a functional style of programming (FP system) [I] 
in which variable-free programs are built from a set of primitive programs by a 
small set of functionals and by recursive definitions. Since the set of functionals 
obeys a strong set of interrelating laws, there will exist a large body of general 
theorems about the set. Thus it allows one to develop an FP algebra. This algebra 
is a collection of laws and theorems based on functional identities that allows 
programmers to reason about their programs by transformations. 
Backus proved linear expansion theorem [l]. In 1981, Backus introduced the 
concepts of ‘form’ and ‘linear form’, and gave the expansion theorem for solving 
linear equations [2]. 
As for nonlinear equations very few results have been obtained up to now. 
Williams [5] defined a class of nonlinear forms, ‘overrun tolerant’ forms, and 
applied Kleene’s theorem directly to prove an expansion theorem for the forms. 
However, it will be very difficult to prove expansion theorems for other classes of 
nonlinear forms by applying Kleene’s theorem directly. 
Ye et al. proved a fundamental expansion theorem by applying Kleene’s theorem 
[6]. They defined two classes of nonlinear equations, ‘redundant’ and ‘reducible’ 
equations, and proved the corresponding expansion theorems respectively for them 
by the fundamental theorem. Though these theorems have wider applicability than 
those of Williams, we have to find an expansion sequence of transformations so 
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that it is still rather hard work. And we can hardly use these theorems for other 
classes of equations. 
In this paper we define the class of ‘quasi-bilinear’ forms. It is easy to show that 
for two formal function variables f and g, all functional forms Gfg, built finitely 
with three basic FP functional forms: composition, construction and condition, and 
having only a single occurrence off and g respectively, are quasi-bilinear. Therefore, 
quasi-bilinear equations include a very large class of nonlinear equations. 
We propose an algorithm for expanding such forms of equations by equivalent 
transformations. We prove the corresponding fundamental theorem which guaran- 
tees that the output of the algorithm is an expansion of the input equation. Finally 
we use this algorithm to show how to prove expansion theorems mechanically for 
some classes of nonlinear equations. 
2. Preliminary 
Definition 2.1. Let Gfg be a functional form with two formal function variables f 
and g. We say that Gfs is a quasi-bilinear form, if there exist functional forms G, f 
and G,fg, such that for any functions a, b and c, the following conditions hold: 
(G1.l) G(a+ b; c)g= G,a+Gbg; Gcg. 
(G1.2) For all objects x, if there exists a function e, such that Gie: x # I, then 
for all functions a, G, a: x = T. 
(G2.1) Gf(a + b; c) = G,fa + Gfb; Gfc. 
(G2.2) For all objects x, if there is a function d, such that Gdi: x # I, then for 
all functions a, G,da: x = T. 
G, is called the predicate transformer of G. 
Definition 2.2. If Gfg is quasi-bilinear and Hjf are linear for all j (1 C j s m), then 
the functional equation 
f=p1~ql;...;p.-,qn;Sl~Hlf;...;s,~H~;Gff (2.1) 
is called a quasi-bilinear equation. Thereby (pi + qi) (16 i 4 n) are called constant 
terms of the form, ( sj + HJf) (1 s j s m) are called conditional linear terms or linear 
terms and, Gff is called nonlinear term or quadratic term. Equation (2.1) is denoted 
byf=Ef: 
Definition 2.3. Let pl, . . . , p,, be predicate functions, we say that p,, . . . , pn are 
mutually exclusive, if for any functions q, , . . . , q,, and every permutation { iI, . . . , i,} 
of{l,...,n}, 
Pl + 91; . . . ; Pn + qn = Pi, + qi,; . . . ; Pi. + 4i, 
is satisfied. 
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Definition 2.4. Functional equation (2.1) is called standard equation if predicate 
functions s,, . . , s, in (2.1) are mutually exclusive. 
Definition 2.5. If equations f = E, f and f = E,f have one and the same solution 
(the fixed points of them are the same), the two equations are said to be equivalent, 
and we write f= EIfef= E2f A transformation which transforms a functional 
equation to its equivalent one is called an equivalent transformation. 
Definition 2.6 (Dijkstra [3]). Let A and B be two predicate functions. Then the 
form A & B is called the conditional conjunction of A and B, and denotes the function 
defined by 
if A:x=T, 
if A:x=F, 
otherwise 
for any object x. 
Clearly, & satisfies the associative law. Hence we can write 
Theorem 2.7. Every quasi-bilinear equation can be equivalently transformed to its 
corresponding standard one. 
Proof. Given equation (2.1), let s; = si, SJ = (&l: -si) & sj (2~j~ m). (In this 
paper, we sometimes use -p to denote not 0 p.) It is easy to verify that 
f=p,+q*,...; p,,+q,,;s;+H,f;...;s:,+H,,,f;Gff 
is a standard equivalent of (2.1) 0 
Henceforth we will only discuss standard equations. However, sometimes we use 
a nonstandard equation to denote its corresponding standard one just for notational 
convenience. 
Lemma 2.8. For a given functional equation f = EJ Ef = p, + q,; . . . ; pn + q,,; Hf; the 
limitation lim,_ E’( p, + q, , . .; pk -+ qk; i) is a solution of the equation, for any k 
(1 s ks n). 
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Proof. Since 
lcpl+ 91;. . .; Pk’qk;ICP1~ql;...;Pn”qn;I 
CpI'q,;...;pn~qn;Hi=Ei 
applying E i to each side of above inequality, we have 
EiicEi(pI+q,;...;pk+qk;i)CEi+*i 
Therefore limi+m E i( p1 + ql; . . . ; pk + qk; 7) = lim,,, E ‘1. Then by Kleene’s 
theorem [4], we know that the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 2.9. 
n 
&ai+b;c=a,+(a*+...(a,~b;c)...;C);C. 
i=l 
Proof. The proof is by an induction on n. For n = 1, the lemma is trivial. Assume 
the induction hypothesis true for n = k. Then by Definition 2.6, we have 
k+l k k 
& a;+b;c= & ai& ak+,+b; c= & Ui+(Uk+l+b; c); c 
i=l i=l i=L 
=a,+(a,+.. .(ak+(Uk+,+bb;c);c)...;c);c. q 
Lemma 2.10. If H is linear, H, is its corresponding predicate transformer, then for all 
functions ai (1~ i s n), a, b, and c, we have 
(1) ~(~,ni--b;c)=~H,ai~Hb;Hc, 
(2) H,-a+Hb; Hc=-H,a+Hb; Hc. 
Proof. (1) Since H is linear, we can prove it by applying Lemma 2.9: 
H(~,ai+b;c)=H(aI+(a,-+(...(a,+b;c);c...);c);c) 
= H,a, + (H,a,+ (. . .(H,a, + Hb; Hc); Hc.. .); Hc); Hc 
” 
= & H,ai + Hb; Hc. 
i=l 
(2) Since H is linear, we have 
H(a+c;b)=H,a+Hc;Hb=-H,a-+Hb;Hc, 
H(a+c;b)=H(-a+c;b)=H,-a+Hb;Hc. 
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Therefore H, - a+Hb; Hc=-H,a+Hb; Hc. 0 
Lemma 2.11. Iffor any k (lsksn) we substitute (p,+q,;...;pk+qk;f) for 
arbitrary occurrence off on the right side of equation (2.1), we obtain an equivalent 
equation of (2.1). 
Proof. Substitute ( p1 + ql; . . . ; pk + qk; f) for the ith occurrence off on the right 
side of (2.1) to get an equation transformed by this substitution and denote it by 
f = E,f; where 
E,f=JJ,+q,;...;p,+q,; 
s, + H,f; . . .;s;-,Hi(pl~q,;...;pki,qk;f);...;s,’H~;Gff: 
We prove the following equality by induction on j: 
Ei(p,+q,;...;p,+q,;i)=E~(p,+q,;...;p,+q,;i) (jzl). 
Basis: j = 1: 
=P,+ql;~..;Pn+qn; s,+H,(p,+q,;...;p,+q,;i);...; 
si~Hj(p,jq,;...;pk-zqk;(p,-,q,;...;p,~qn;i));...; 
s,~H,(p,~q,;...;p,jq,;i);...; 
G(p,+q,;...;pn+qn;i)(p,+q,;...;pn+qn;i) 
=E(p,+q,;...;p,+q,;i) 
Induction step: Assume the equality true for j = 1. Then establish the equality for 
j=Z+l: 
E:+‘(p,~q,;...;p,~q,;i) 
= NG(P, + 9,;. . .; pn + qn; 3) 
=E,(E’(p,~q,;...;p,-,q,;i)) 
Z? Pl+ql;...;Pn+qn;sl + K(J%P, + 91; . . .; Pn + qn; 3); f..; 
si-,Hi(p,~q,;...;pk~qk;E’(P,~q,;...;P,~q,;i));...; 
s,-,H,(E’(p,~q,;...;p,~q,;i)); 
G(E’(p, + q,; . .; pn --, qn; iNE’(p, -+ q,; . . .; P,, + qn; iI) 
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=Pl-+ql;~..;pn+qn; sl+ H,(E’(p,+ ql;. .; pn+qn; I));. . .; 
s,~H,(p,~q,;...;P,~qk;P,~ql;...;pn~qn; 
s,-,H,(E’-‘(p,~q,;...;p,-tq,;i));...; 
si~Hi(P,~q,;~..;Pk~qk;E’-‘(p*~q~;...;Pn~qn;I));...; 
&?I + fL(E’-‘(p, + 41; . . .; pn + qn; 0); 
WE’-‘(P, + 41; . . .; in + qn; 1)) 
(E’-‘(P~+ ql; . . .; pn + qn; iI)); . . .; 
S, + K,(Ef(pl + ql; . . .; P,, + qn; 1)); 
G(E’(p,-,ql;...;p”~q,;i))(E’(p,-,q,;...;P,~q,;i)) 
=p1+41;*..;pn ~qn;S,~H,(E'(p,-,q,;...;pn-,qn;i));...; 
si-tHi(E’(p,-,q,;...;p,~q,;i));...; 
&n + HAE’(p, + 41; . . .; Pn + 4”; 0); 
G(E’(p,+ 41;. . .;pn+ qn; i))(E’(p,+ 91;. . .;~n+qn; I)) 
=E’+‘(~~~q,;...;p,~q,;i). 
We can prove similarly that the lemma is true when we substitute ( p1 -, ql; . . , ; pk + 
&if) for the occurrences off in the quadratic term. [7 
Lemma 2.12. 
a+(b+c;d);e=a&b+c;a+d;e. 
Theorem 2.13. We consider the quasi-bilinear equation (2.1). Let H,, be the predicate 
transformer of H[. For some given k (1 <k<n) and I (l<Zsm), if for each i 
(l<i<k), thereexistsj; (lsjisn) such that 
then 
(2.1) * f=P1+41;~~.;Pn+qn; 
s,&H,,p,~H,q,;s,~H,f;...;s,jH~;Gff 
where the notation r+s means that for all objects x, s: x = T whenever r: x = T and 
s:x=l whenever r:x=._L. 
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Proof. Using Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12, we have 
f=p,“q,;...;pn~qn;s,jH,f;...;s,-,H~;Gff 
e f=p,+ql;...;pn+qn;s,+H,f;...; 
s,~H,(p,-,q,;...;p,~qk;f);...;s,-,H~; Gff 
a f=p,~q1;...;pn3qn;s1jH,f;...; 
stj’(Ht,p,~Htq,;...;Ht,pk3Htqk;HLf);...;s,~H~;Gff 
a f=P1+ql;...;pn+qn;s,+H,f;...; 
sr&H,,p,~H,q,;...;s,& H,,pk+H,qk;s,+H/f;...; 
s, + HJ; Gff 
@ f=p,+q,;...;p,,+q,,;s,+H,f;...; 
s,&H,,pk~H,q,;st~HJ;...;s,~H~;GfJ: q 
Theorem 2.14. We consider the quasi-bilinar equation (2.1). For some given k (1 c k 4 
n), if for each i (14 i < k), there exists ji (1 <j, c n) or 1, (1 s 1, s m) such that 
G, PI *P,, V G P, * si,, 
then 
(2.1) ti f=p13q,;...;pn~qn;s,~H,f;...;s,~H~; 
G, Pk + Gqkf; GfJ: 
Proof. By Lemma 2.11, we have 
f=P,-)q,;...;pnjqn;s,-,Hlf;...;s,-,H~;Gff 
e f=p1~q,;...;pn~qn;s,-,Hlf;...;s,-,H~; 
G(p,+ 91; . . ..pk’qk.f)f 
e f=p,+q,;...;p,,+qn;s,-+Hlf;...;s,+H,,,f; 
G, P, + Gq,f; . . . ; G, Pk + Gqkf; Gff 
e f=p,+q,;...;pn+qn;s,+HHlf;...;s,+H,J; 
GI pk + Gqkf; Gff: 0 
3. An expansion algorithm for solving quasi-bilinear equations 
The main idea of the algorithm is, for a given quasi-bilinear equation, first to 
generate as many new constant terms as possible from existing constant terms and 
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linear terms by equivalent transformation (Theorem 2.13), then to generate new 
linear terms from existing constant terms and the quadratic term by equivalent 
transformation (Theorem 2.14). We go through the above process again and again. 
If this process ends, the sequence of constant terms will be a finite expansion of 
the equation, otherwise the sequence of constant terms will be infinite. 
We first explain the meaning of some notations used in the algorithm. C denotes 
the sequence of constant terms. W denotes the sequence of linear terms. T denotes 
the quadratic term. Pw is the pointer pointing into W. Some integers are assigned 
to max, (i = 1,2). 
Algorithm 3.1. Expanding quasi-bilinear equations. 
Step 1. Initialize C, W and T with {p, + q,, . . . , p,, + qn}, {s, + H,f; . . .; s, + 
H,,,f;} and Gff, respectively. Attach to the terms in W and to the quadratic term a 
pointer into C and make all pointers point to the first term of C. Provide a pointer 
Pw into W for indicating the linear term which is now to be used to generate new 
constant terms. 
Step 2. Set M, and M2 to 0. 
(Repeat the following to generate new constant terms from constant terms in C 
and linear terms in W) 
Step 3. Set the pointer Pw to the first term of W. Set the new constant term 
sequence empty. 
(Repeat the generation of new constant terms from a linear term and constant 
terms in C). 
Step 4. Generate a new constant term from the linear term pointed by Pw and 
the constant term pointed by the pointer of the linear term by Theorem 2.13 and 
add it to the new constant term sequence. 
Step 5. Do some simple induction by the properties of the form being expanded 
to eliminate the redundant terms and pointers, shift other pointers. 
Step 6. If the pointer of.the linear term is not pointing to the last term of C, shift 
it to the next term in C, goto Step 4. 
Step 7. If Pw is not pointing to the last term of W, shift Pw to the next term in 
W, goto Step 6. 
Step 8. If the new constant term sequence is not empty, that is, some new constant 
terms were created during the last iteration, concatenate the sequence to sequence 
C, else got0 Step 10. 
Step 9. If M, < max,, then M, := M, + 1, goto Step 3. Otherwise reset Ml to 0. 
(Generate new linear terms). 
Step 10. If the quadratic term has been deleted or its pointer is pointing after 
the last term of C, then if the last new constant term sequence is empty, goto Step 
13, else goto Step 3. Otherwise, generate a new linear term by Theorem 2.14, and 
add it to W. 
Step 11. Do some simple induction by the properties of the form being expanded 
to eliminate the redundant terms and pointers, shift other pointers. 
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Step 12. Mz := M2 + 1. If M2 < max*, then goto Step 3. 
Step 13. Print the constant sequence C, and the related information; halt. 
Input: A quasi-bilinear equation. 
Output: The constant term sequence C. 
When we apply Theorem 2.14 to generate a new linear term, it must be disjoint 
from all the other existing linear terms. That is, in the transformation process, the 
equation must always remain standard. 
Theorem 3.1. In Algorithm 3.1, let C = { p1 + ql, . . . , pk + qk} be the output constant 
term sequence. If the given positive number maxz is large enough, then f = p, + 
ql;...;Pk-+qk;... is an infinite expansion solution of equation (2.1). If all linear 
terms and the quadratic term are deleted, then f = p, + q,; . . .; pk-, + c&-l; qk is afinite 
expansion solution of the equation, Otherwise, though there are linear terms and/or 
quadratic term, no new constant terms can be generated, so f = p, + q,; . . . ; pk + qk; i 
is a finite expansion solution of the equation. 
Proof. Obviously Algorithm 3.1 only performs equivalent transformations to gener- 
ate new terms by Theorems 2.13 and 2.14, and identical transformations to delete 
redundant terms. Therefore all the equations obtained in the transformation process 
are equivalent to equation (2.1). 
Assume A is a solution of equation (2.1). Then p, + qi; . . .; p, -+ ql; iGf for all 
i. Therefore lim,+m (pl -f qi; . .; pi + q,; i)rft. 
Now we prove that for any i, there exists ki, such that 
By induction on i, where p1 + q,; . . .; pk, + qk,; are the first ki terms in C. 
Basis: i = 0. It is trivial. 
Induction step: Assume it is true for i =j. Then for i =j+ 1, we have 
= E(E’(p,+ 41;. . .; pn + qn; iI) 
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~l~~l,P,~~,~,;...;~,~~lrPk,~~,~k,;~I~i;..-; 
s,&H,,p,jH,q,;...;s,&H,,pk,-,H,qk,;s,-,i; 
G,p,-,G(q,,p,-,q,;...;pk,jqk,;i);...; 
G,Pk,~G(qk,,P,~q,;...;pk,‘qk,;i); 
G(p,-,q,;...;pk,~qk,;i,i). 
By the properties of quasi-bilinearing of G and since sl, . . . , s, are disjoint of each 
other, the sequence above is equivalent to the sequence 
Pl+ql;~~.;Pn+qn; 
sl&H,,p,-,Hlq,;.. .;s,&H,,Pkl-,H,qk,;...; 
sm & &,P, + Ha; . . . ; sm & Hmtpk, + ffm‘lk,; 
~,+i;...;~,+i; 
Glpl~G(q,,p,~q,;...;pk,-,gk,;I);...; 
- - 
s,&H,,p,~H,q,;...;s,&H,rpk,~H,qk,;...; 
&n & K,,P, + Ha; . . . ; &n & ftmpk, + &‘lk,; 
s,+i;...;s,+i; 
G,P, & Gq,p,+Gq,q,;. . .; G,P, & G~%Pk,‘G9,4k,; 
G2p1 + Gq,i; . . .; 
Gpk, & &?k,P,+ @k,q,; . . .; Gpk, & %k,pk, + %k,qk,; 
G,Pk, + Gqk,i; 1. 
By the property (G2.1) of quasi-bilinearity of G, the sequence above is equivalent 
to the sequence 
SI & H,,P, + H,q,; . . .; s, & ff,,pk, + H,qk,; . . . ; 
sm & &,P, + Hmq,; . . . ; L 8~ ffm,pk, + Hmqk,; 
sl+i;...;s,+i; 
G,p,&G*q1p,-,Gq,q,;...; G,p,&G*q,pk,~Gq,qk,;G,~,-,I;...; 
- - 
G,Pk, & Gqk,p,+ Gqk,K.. .; G,Pk, & Gzqk,pk,+%,qk,; G,Pk,+l; 1. 
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By standardizing new linear terms, the sequence is equivalent to 
s,&Hl,Pl+Hlq,;-. -;s,&H,,p,,jH,q,,;...; 
L & Hrnr~,+fLq,;. . .; srn & Hm,~k,+fLqk,; 
G,P, & Gap,+ @,a;. . .; G,P, & G~~,Pk,+G%qk,;. . .; 
GlPk, & Gzqk,P, + %k,%; . . . ; G, Pk, 8~ &?k,Pk, + Gqk,qk,; 
s,+i;...; s,+i; G2p,+i;...;GZpk+i;i I 
=Pl+q,;...;Pn+qn; 
s,&H,,p,~H,q,;...;s,&H,,Pk,-,H,9k,;...; 
sm & K,,P, + ffmq,; . . . ; srn & ffm,Pk, + ffmqk,; 
G,~,&G*q,p,jGq,q,;...; G,p,&G2q,Pk,-,Gq,gk,;...; 
G,Pk, 6% %k,P, + %k,%; . , .; G,Pk, & %k,Pk, + @k,qk,; I. 
Now by careful examination of Algorithm 3.1, we find that when the pointer of the 
quadratic term points to the (k, +2)th item of the constant term sequence C, all the 
constant terms in the sequence above are in C. Since the first n terms of the above 
sequence and those of C are the same, and all the constant terms generated are 
exchangeable (for standardization is kept during the process), exchanging the 
positions of constant terms finitely, we have 
E j+,( p, + 9,; . . . ; pn + qn; I) 
s, &H,,~,+ff,q,; . . .; S,&&Pk,‘ff,qk,; . . . . 
hn & K,,P, + Hmq,; . . . ; s,n & Hmpk, + Hmqk,; 
GP, & Gq,p, + %,a;. . .; GP, & @!,Pk, + Gq,qk,; . . .; 
GIPk, & Gdk,P, + %k,q,; . . .; GlPk, & Gdk,Pk, + %k,qk,; 1 
wl + 91; . . .; pk,,, + qk,,,; 1. 
If all the linear terms and the quadratic term have been deleted, then it means 
that equation (2.1) is transformed into equivalent equation S= p, + q,; . . .; pk_, + 
qk-,; qk. In other words,f=p,+ 9,;. . .; pkpl + qk_l; qk is a finite expansion solution 
of (2.1). 
When the transformation process halts because no more constant term can be 
generated, equation (2.1) is equivalently transformed to the equation 
f=P,+q,;...;Pk-+qk;S;+H;f;...;S;+H:f;GfJ: 
12 
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f=Pl+%;. 
and 
E’f=p,+q,; 
Then since 
pk+qk; i 
. . . ;pk+qk;s;+H;f;...;s;+H;f;GfJ: 
f=p1+41;. . .;pk'qk;iCE'iEE'f'. 
Assume that f’ is not a solution of equation f = E’A that is 
f’CE’f’=pl+q,; . . ..pk+qk.S;+H;f’;...;s:+H;f;Gf)f 
=Pl+‘%;...;Pk-+qk; 
s; & H:,pl + H:q,; . . .; S;&H;,pk+H;qk; S;+ Hii;. ..; 
s: & H:,pl + H:q,; . . .; S: & H:#k+ H:qk; S;+ H:i; Gf'f' 
where 
W’f’= GP, & Gq,p,+ %q,;. . .; GP, & Gz$Pk+ Gq,Clk;. . .; 
G,Pk 8~ 6&P, + @&; . . . ; Gl Pk & &kpk + Gqkqk; 1. 
If there exist i and j (16 i s v, 1 ~j G k) such that 
Pl-, 41; . . .;Pk+qk;i%+%; . . .; pk + qk; Si & Hi,pj + Hi%; 1, 
then we can generate new constant term si & HI,pj -f Hiqk; from linear term si + Hlf 
and pj + s by applying Theorem 2.12. This is contradictory with the fact that no 
more constant term can be generated. 
Also there are no i, j (1 c i, j s k) such that 
p1+ 41; *. .; Pk’qk,LEP1+%;.. .;Pk’qk;G1Pi&GzqipjjGqi9r;i. 
Thereforef=p,-,q,;...; pk+ qk; i is a finite expansion of (2.1). 0 
4. Expansion theorems of some quasi-bilinear equations 
Using Algorithm 3.1 we can easily prove many expansion theorems of quasi- 
bilinear equations mechanically. The following are examples of them. 
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Theorem 4.1. Consider the functional equation 
f=p+q;H,fOH,f 
where HI and H2 are linearforms, H;,+‘p+ H,,p 0 H2Q”q (Qf= H,q 0 H2J; Q”f = f). 
Then we have 
f=p+q; H2,p+Qq;...; H;,p+Q”q;... . 
Proof. Clearly the equation is quasi-bilinear. Therefore we can apply Algorithm 3.1 
to expand the equation as follows (let max, = 1): 
f=p+q;H,foH,f 
@ f = p + q; H,,P + H,f o H2q; H,f o H2f 
e f=p-,q;H21p&H,,p”H2q-,H,qoH2,; 
H2,p + H,f o H2q; H,f 0 H2f 
@ f=p+q;H2,p+Qq;H,f”H2f 
e f =p+q; H~,P+ 0s; H&P+ H,f o H2Qq; H,f o Hzf 
e f=p+q; Hzl~+Qq; H:,P&H,,P~H,Q~+H,,~H~Q~; 
H:,P+ H,f o H2Qq; H,f 0 H2f 
e f = p+ q; H,,P+ Qq; H&P + Q*q; H,f o H2f 
e f = p + q; H,,P + Qq; H&P+ Q*q; H&P+ H,f 0 H2Q2q; H,f o H2f 
. . . 
c+ f=P-,q;H2,p~Qq;...;H2ktp-)Qkq; 
H?P+ H,f 0 H2Qkq; H,f o H2f 
- f=p+q;H,,p+Qq;...;H,k,~+Q~q; 
H?‘P & H,,P o H2Qkq + H, q o H2Qkq; 
H;:‘P + H,f 0 H2Qkq; H,f o Hzf 
ef=p-,q;H,,p+Qq;...; H,k,p + Qkq; H;:‘p + Qk+‘q; H, f 0 H2 
e f =p+q; H,,P+ Qq;. . . ; H,k,p + Qkq; H::‘p -, Qk+‘q; 
H5:‘p-t H,f 0 H2Qkf1q; H,f 0 H2f 
. . . 
e f=p+q; H,,p+Qq;...; H;‘p+Q”q;... . q 
14 SunY-Q., Huang R.-L. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the functional equation 
f=p+ 4; H,f0 H*f 
be such that 
(a) H,f and H2 f are linear; 
@I H:,p*p A H,,p. 
Then 
(1) H,,Qip=$ H&p for all i 2 1, 
(2) f=p-,q;QIP-,Qq;...;Q:P’Q”q;..., 
where Q$+‘p = H,,p & H,,Q:p 0 H,q, Qj+, q = H,Q’q 0 H2q for all j 3 1. 
Proof. (1) By Lemma 2.10, it is easy to see that for all i 2 1, 
H2,Q:p = H~,(&P & K,Q:-‘P o H2q) = H&P & H2tH1tQiYp o H2q 
*H&P. 
(2) The equation is quasi-bilinear. Thus let max, = 1. Applying Algorithm 3.1, 
we have 
f =p+q; H,f o &f 
e f=p’q;H2,p~H,f”H2q;H,foH2f 
e f=p~q;H2tp&H,,p”H2q-,H,qoH2q; 
H2tp + H,f 0 H2q; H,f o J&f 
e f=pjq;Q,p~Qq;H2,pjH,f”H2q;H,foH2f 
~f=p~q;Qrp~Qq;H2,p~H,f”H2q; 
&Q~P + H,f 0 H2Qq; H,f 0 H2f 
uf=p~q;Qr~~Qq;H2r~dH,f~H2q;H,foHzf 
e f=p~q;QIp~Qq;H2,p&H,,Q,p”H2qjHiQqoH2q; 
H2tp + H,f o H2q; H,f” H2f 
~f=p~q;Q,~~Qq;Q:p-,Qzq;H2,p~H,f~H,q;H,f~H,f 
e f=p+q; Qrp+Qq; Q:p-,Q2q; H2,p+H,f”H2q; 
H2,Q: P -, H,f o H2Q2q; H,f a H2f 
e f=p~q;Q,p~Qq;Q:p-,Q2q;H2rp-,H,fOH2q;H,foH2f 
e f=p+q; Qtp+Qq;...; Q:p+Q”q;... . 0 
Expansion theorems for nonlinear functional equaiions 15 
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